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Abstract

In many AI contexts, such as natural language processing, sensing, and multi-agent systems, it is
desirable to represent the information in a sentence in a formal and unambiguous way – in other words,
to treat the intension of a sentence as a unique formal object. Standard intensional logics, which use a
Kripke-style semantics, cannot do this, because Kripke structures do not contain enough worlds to ensure
that different informations are represented by different sets of worlds. In this paper we present I-logic, a
formal language in which the information in a sentence can be uniquely and unambiguously represented.
I-logic, which is based on a subset of Montague’s Intensional logic, has an information semantics that
evaluates intensions over all possible worlds. We define I-logic and its semantics, and show by example
that it can capture the information in a sentence uniquely and unambiguously.

1 Introduction

A formal and unambiguous representation of theinformationin a sentence is desirable in many AI contexts,
such as natural language processing, sensing, and multi-agent systems. In the computation of implicatures
from speech acts, a system needs to reason with uttered, intended and contextual information in order to
derive the information implicated. In a sensing environment, an agent dynamically updates its knowledge
with information gained in performing sensing actions. Agents in a multi-agent system need to reason about
the informations contained in each other’s belief sets. In all these contexts, it is desirable to have a language
with more expressivity than classical modal logics, in which informations are formal objects that can be
predicated upon, related to other objects, and quantified over.

In representing the information in a sentence, we should capture the meaning of the sentence in a formal
way. The information in a sentence is more than just its truth value; it is something that uniquely and
unambiguously identifies the meaning of the sentence. Any pair of non-equivalent sentences should have
a different information content. The information in a sentence is thus theintension[1] of the sentence. In
a possible-worlds semantics, the intension of a sentence is a function from eachpossible worldto the truth
value of the sentence in that world – the characteristic function of a set of possible worlds. If we consider
possible worlds as possible interpretations of a vocabulary, then any two sentences in the vocabulary which
are non-equivalent should have different intensions, which should be evaluated as different sets of possible
worlds.

As an example, consider an environment in which an agent has performed the sensing actionlook,
in which the information sensed is “the door is open.” Assume we wish to specify that this is theonly
information sensed. Then we clearly do not want it to be possible that the agent has also sensed that “the
fire alarm is ringing” by performing the action. “The door is open” and “the fire alarm is ringing” should be
represented as different intensional objects, different sets of possible worlds.

Several formal languages have been developed in which intensions are treated as objects, such as the
intensional logics of Fitting [6, 7] and Montague [2]; in developing a logic of informations, we will base our
syntax on the latter. In Montague’s logic, the intension of a sentenceφ is written↑φ; we would like to use
this notation to express “the information inφ”. Returning to our example, to express the sentence “The only
information sensed by the actionlook is that the door is open”, we could write:

Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) ∧ ∀x(Sensed(look, x) ⊃ (x = ↑Open(door))) (1)



We would like the set of worlds denoted by↑Open(door) to be unique toOpen(door) and its equivalent
sentences.↑Open(door) should not denote the same set of worlds as↑Ringing(firealarm), for example.
In particular,↑Open(door) should contain a world in whichRinging(firealarm) is false, and this world
should of course not be contained in↑Ringing(firealarm). Thus, the following sentence should be valid:

Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) ∧ ∀x(Sensed(look, x) ⊃ (x = ↑Open(door)))
⊃ ¬Sensed(look, ↑Ringing(firealarm)) (2)

However, in the semantics Montague proposed for his logic, a type of Kripke semantics, this is not the
case. A Kripke model of a theory in a vocabularyΣ is a tuple<W, D,F> whereW is a set ofworld indices,
D a set of domain elements andF a function interpreting the symbols inΣ for each world index. Because
W is an arbitrary set of worlds, it is possible to construct a Kripke model satisfying (1) in which sentence
(2) is false in some world, and hence is not valid. (In Montague’s logic, a sentence is valid iff it is true in
every world in all Kripke models, as in most logics with a Kripke semantics.) Consider a modelK in which
Ringing(firealarm) is true in only thosew ∈ W whereOpen(door) is true. Then, it will be the case
in K that↑Open(door) = ↑Ringing(firealarm), and thus sentence (2) will not be valid. And so Kripke
semantics is inadequate for the purpose of representing different informations uniquely and unambiguously.

The problem is that in a Kripke model we cannot be sure there are enough worlds to capture the infor-
mation in a sentence. We will adopt a direct and constructive approach to defining the set of all worlds,
inspired by the “modal structure” semantics proposed by Fagin and Vardi [5, 3]. This solves the obvious
problem of circularity, by giving an account of the semantics in terms of sets of worlds of increasing depth.
Each world of a given depthk is a structure interpreting the symbols in the language; we can define a base
case of depth 0 where only the non-information symbols are interpreted. At each depth, the precise set of
worlds can then be defined; in deeper worlds, informations are interpreted as sets of worlds chosen fromall
possible worlds of depthk − 1. Any two informations which are non-equivalent will then necessarily be
interpreted as different sets of worlds.

In this paper we present a subset of Montague’s Intensional logic, called I-logic, in which the information
in sentences can be represented.1 The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the syntax of
I-logic. In section 3 we propose an information semantics for the logic, explore some of its properties, and
show that the sentence described above is valid in this semantics. Finally, section 4 discusses further work
and offers some concluding remarks.

2 Syntax

2.1 Types and Expressions

A vocabularyΣ is a finite set of typedsymbols, i.e., pairs of symbols and a type. The symbols inΣ are
calledconstants. The basic types are:

• t, the type ofpropositions, expressions that are interpreted as truth values in a given world;

• e, the type of expressions that are interpreted as objects;

• ι, the type of expressions that are interpreted as informations.

The notation<a, b>, wherea andb are types, denotes the type which is a function froma to b. All
valid types are eitherobjective types, whose values are objects that can be determined in the current world,
or nonobjective types, which must be evaluated in other possible worlds. No other type is valid.

Definition 2.1 The seto of objective types and the setno of nonobjective types are defined as follows in
BNF:

• o := t|e|<o, t>|<o, o>.

• no := ι|<no, t>|<o, no>.

1In spite of surface resemblances, the aims of I-logic and Levesque’s Logic of Only Knowing [8], are quite different. Levesque’s
logic aims to catpure the knowledge of a reasoner about the objective world, and self-referentially about its own knowledge. An I-logic
theory, by contrast, is a theory about the objective world and a class of information objects,none of which necessarily correspond to the
knowledge of the reasoner.



Example 2.1 A standard first order predicate of arityn has type<e, <e, . . . <e, t> . . . >>, with n-1 nest-
ings. A unary boolean operator has type<t, t>. A binary boolean operator has type<t,<t, t>>. Higher
order predicates of interest are the quantifiers of typea, denoted∀a and∃a. They have type<<a, t>, t>.
They map sets of values of typea to a boolean value.

Intuitively, the type definition means that information terms can be in the range, but not the domain, of a
non-boolean function; and that there can be at most one information term in a predicate, which must be the
rightmost argument.

We assume the existence of a fixed setV ar consisting of typed symbols, containing for each type a set
of symbols of that type. Symbols ofV ar are called variables.

Definition 2.2 We define for all valid typesa theexpressionsof typea by the following induction:

• Every constant or variable of typea is an expression of type a.

• If α is an expression of typet andx is a variable of typea, thenλxα is an expression of type<a, t>.

• If φ is an expression of type<a, b> andα an expression of typea, thenφ(α) is an expression of type
b.

• If α andβ are expressions of typea, thenα = β is an expression of typet.

• If α is an expression of typet, then↑α is an expession of typeι.

• If φ is an expression of typeι, then↓φ is an expression of typet.

An expression of typet is called a sentence, and an expression of typeι an information.

Parallel to the intension operator↑, ↓ is theextensionoperator. Ifi is an information expression,↓i
denotes the truth value ofi in the current world.

Note thatλ operators cannot be used to generate expressions of arbitrary functional types. They can only
be used to generate expressions of type<a, t>.

Example 2.2 Given a set of constantsΣ consisting of the symbolsSensed of type<e, <ι, t>>, Open of
type<e, t>, door andlook of typee, ∧ and⊃ of type<t,<t, t>>, and∀ι of type<<ι, t>, t, and the set
of variablesV ar containing the variablex of typeι, then the following is a valid expression of typet:

∧(Sensed(look)(↑Open(door)))(∀ιλx(⊃ (Sensed(look)(x))(x = ↑Open(door))) (3)

Definition 2.3 For clarification, sentences such as (3) may be written using an FOL-like syntax.

• Binary boolean operator expressions of the form∧(φ)(ϕ) may be writtenφ ∧ ϕ.

• Predicate expressions of the formP (t1) . . . (tn) may be writtenP (t1, . . . , tn).

• Quantifier expressions of the form∀aλxφ, whereφ is of typet andx is a variable of typea, may be
written∀xφ.

Using the rules in definition 2.3, sentence (3) may be rewritten as sentence (1).

2.2 Depth

In I-logic, each world can be split up in an objective part, describing relations between objective objects
and a non-objective part involving informations which are represented themselves as collections of worlds.
Some expressions, such asOpen(door) are propositions about the objective part of the world and may be
evaluated without accessing the worlds in the information objects present in the current world. An expression
like Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) is different; to evaluate its truth in a world, we need to look at the truth of
Open(door) in the worlds belonging to the informationsI which are sensed by thelook action in the current
world. To evaluateBelieves(agent, ↑Sensed(look, ↑Open(door))), we need to look at worlds which are
two levels removed from the current world, and so on. And so, to evaluate a given expression in a world, we
may need to investigate the truth of subexpressions in worlds that occur several levels deep in the current



world. In fact, it is easy to determine by syntactic analysis of an expression an upper bound for the number
of levels below the current world that need to be considered to evaluate the expression. In the following
definition, this number will be called thedepthof the expression. In particular,Open(door) has a depth of
0,Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) has a depth of 1, andBelieves(agent, ↑Sensed(look, ↑Open(door))) has
a depth of 2.

Definition 2.4 We define the depth of an I-logic expression by well-founded induction on its structure.

• depth(o) = 0, whereo is a constant or variable symbol of an objective type,

• depth(no) = 1, whereno is a constant or variable symbol of nonobjective type,

• depth(λxφ) = max(depth(φ), depth(x)) (Notice thatdepth(x) is 0 or 1),

• depth(φ(α)) = max(depth(φ), depth(α)),

• depth(α = β) = max(depth(α), depth(β)),

• depth(↑α) = depth(α) + 1,

• depth(↓α) = depth(α). (Note that the depth is notdepth(α)− 1: this is because any world that can
evaluate↓α must also be deep enough to evaluateα.)

Note that the depth of an expression is unrelated to the type of the expression. Expressions of typet,
for example, may be sentences which describe the truth of a situation in the current world, or the truth of a
situation in other possible worlds.

For convenience, we say that an objective type (or symbol) has a depth of 0, while a nonobjective type
(or symbol) has a depth of 1.

3 Semantics

In this section, we define the semantics of the language. The first step is the definition of aworld. This is
defined as a mapping from the symbols of our vocabularyΣ to values, which are elements of adomainof
the appropriate type.

An information object in a world is itself a set of worlds. This leads to a cyclicity in the definition of
worlds. To break this cyclicity, we define a notion of a world of depthk. Such a world of depthk will
interpret information symbols as sets of worlds of depthk − 1, and can evaluate any expression up to depth
k − 1. The sets of all worlds up to depthk will be sufficientto determine the validity of any sentence of
depthk − 1, as we will demonstrate.

3.1 Worlds and Values

In describing the semantics for I-logic, we first define the domains of objective types, and then define, by
iterated induction, the domains of different depth for each type and the sets of worlds of increasing depth.

Definition 3.1 LetD be a domain. We define the domain of an objective type induced byD by the following
well-founded induction:

• Dom(e) = D,

• Dom(t) = {true, f alse},

• Dom(<a, t>) = P(Dom(a)),

• If b 6= t, Dom(<a, b>) = Dom(b)Dom(a), i.e., the set of functions fromDom(a) to Dom(b).

Definition 3.2 We define the setsWk of Σ-worlds of depthk and, for each typea, the setsDomk(a) of
values of typea and depthk, by simultaneous induction onk ≥ 1.

Σ-worlds are defined as follows:



• A world of depth1 is an assignment to all symbolsσ in Σ of objective typea a valueσw in the domain
Dom(a).

• A world of depthk > 1 is an assignment to all symbolsσ in Σ of typea, a valueσw in the domain
Domk−1(a).

Values of typea are defined as follows:

• If a is objective, then a value is a value inDom(a).

• For non-objective typesa we define its values by induction on the structure ofa:

– A value of typeι and depthk is a set of worlds of depthk, i.e.,Domk(ι) = P(Wk).

– A value of type<b, t> and depthk is a set of values of typeb and depthk,i.e.,Domk(<b, t>) =
P(Domk(b)).

– A value of type<c, b> wherec is objective andb is not, is a function fromDom(c) to Domk(b);
i.e.,Domk(<c, b>) = Domk(b)Dom(c).

We will sometimes call elements ofWk the worlds of depthk induced byD andΣ. Likewise, we call
elements ofDomk(a) the values of depthk and typea induced byD andΣ.

A world of depthk is approximated by a world of depthk− 1 if the firstextendsthe latter. We formalise
this notion by defining areductionfunction from values and worlds of depthk to values and worlds of depth
k − 1.

Definition 3.3 We define the reduction of values and worlds by induction on the depthk. Define for each
world w of depthk > 1 the reductionR(w) as follows:

• if k = 2, thenR(w) is the world of depth 1 which coincides withw on all symbols of objective type.

• if k > 2, thenR(w) is the world of depthk − 1 which coincides withw on all symbols of objective
type and assigns the reductionR(σw) to each non-objective symbolσ ∈ Σ.

The reduction of valuesv of typea and depthk > 1 is defined as follows:

• If a is an objective type, we defineR(v) = v.

• If a is a non-objective type, we define the reductionR(v) of v by induction on the structure ofa:

– If a = ι, i.e.,v is a set of worlds of depthk, thenR(v) is the set{R(w)|w ∈ v} of worlds of
depthk − 1.

– If a = 〈b, t〉 thenv is a set andR(v) = {R(x)|x ∈ v}.
– If a = 〈b, c〉 whereb is an objective type, thenR(v) = {(x,R(y))|(x, y) ∈ v}. Equivalently,
R(v)(x) = R(v(x)), for everyx ∈ Dom(a).

We use the notationRn(v) to indicate the reduction function onv appliedn times.

Proposition 3.1 For each worldw of depthk > 1, the reductionR(w) is well-defined and is a world of
depthk − 1.

For each valuev of typea and depthk > 1, the reductionR(v) is well-defined and is a value of typea
and depthk − 1.

Proof The proof is by induction onk. If k = 2, thenw interprets all symbols of objective typea as values
in Dom1(a). R(w) coincides withw on these symbols, and sincea is objective, every value in
Dom1(a) is also a value inDom(a), soR(w) is a valid and well-defined world of depth 1. Our first
inductive hypothesis is thatR(w) is a valid world of depthk − 1 for w of depthk. Then for a world
w of depthk + 1, R(w) is a valid world of depthk if for each interpretation[σ]w, which is a value
of depthk, R([σ]w) is a well-defined value of depthk − 1, i.e. if the second part of the proposition
holds.

Let [σ]w be the valuev of typea. If a is an objective type, thenR(v) = v and the proposition is
trivially true. We prove the rest of the second part by induction on the definition of nonobjective



types. Ifa = ι, thenv is a set of worlds of depthk, and by the first inductive hypothesis,R(v) is a
set of worlds of depthk−1, i.e. a well-typed value in the domainDomk−1(ι). Our second inductive
hypothesis is that the forv of nonobjective typeb and depthk, Rv is a well-definedvalue of typeb
and depthk − 1. Then if a = <b, t>, thenv is a set of values in the domainDomk(b), and by
the second inductive hypothesisR(v) is a set of values inDomk−1(b), i.e. a value in the domain
Domk−1(<b, t>), i.e. a value of typea and depthk − 1. If a = <c, b>, thenv is a total function
from Domk(c) to Domk(b), i.e. a set of tuples{(ui, vi)} where eachui ∈ Domk(c) and each
vi ∈ Domk(b). Sincec is objective,R(ui) = ui for eachui and the domain of the functionR(v) is
Domk−1(c). By the second inductive hypothesis,R(vi) is an element ofDomk−1(b) for eachvi, so
R(v) is a total function fromDomk−1(c) to Domk−1(b), i.e. an element ofDomk−1(<c, b>).

3.2 Rigid and Free Symbols

In philosphical logic, one often distinguishes betweenrigid symbolsand free symbols. The first take the
same value in every possible world; the latter do not. Typical examples of rigid symbols are the logical
connectives and the quantifiers. The sets of rigid and free symbols are denoted respectively byΣr andΣf .
Since we are interested only in worlds that interpret rigid symbols by a fixed value, it suffices to consider
worlds and values induced byD andΣf .

Variables are similar to rigid symbols in that their value in an expression is determined by avariable
assignmentwhich we do not want to change in different worlds. We can therefore define the same function
to assign values to variables and rigid symbols.

Definition 3.4 The fixed assignmentγk of depthk is an assignment from symbols inΣr andV ar to values
in the appropriate domain of depthk induced byΣf andD. Specifically:

• For eachx ∈ V ar of typea, xγk is a value in the domainDomk(a) induced byΣf andD;

• For eachσ ∈ Σr, σγk is a value in the domainDomk(a) induced byΣf andD.

The assignmentγk[x : v] is just like the assignmentγk, with the possible exception that it assigns the
valuev to variablex.

For any variable or rigid symbolx, if γk+1 assignsx the valuev, thenγk assignsx the valueR(v).

We now define the logical connectives and quantifiers as rigid symbols, and give their fixed interpreta-
tion.

Definition 3.5 The set of rigid symbolsΣr includes the following symbols:

• the symbol¬ of type<t, t>,

• the symbol∧ of type<t,<t, t>>,

• for the desired typesa, the symbols∀a of type<<a, t>, t>.

The fixed interpretations of depthk, [σ]γk , for these symbols are as follows:

• [¬]γk is the function{(true, f alse), (f alse, true)};

• [∧]γk is the function{(true, {(true, true), (f alse, f alse)}),
(f alse, {(true, f alse), (f alse, f alse)})};

• [(∀a)]γk , wherea is a type, is the singleton set containing the setDomk(a).

We can define∨ and⊃ operators in terms of the other operators in the usual way:x ⊃ y ≡ ¬x∨ y, and
x ∨ y ≡ ¬(¬x ∧ ¬y).



3.3 Evaluating Expressions

We now define the extensional evaluation[ε]w+γk of expressionsε in worlds w of depthk + 1 and fixed
assignmentγk. The satisfaction relation|= can be derived from it by defining for sentencesφ and worldsw
thatw |= φ iff [φ]w+γk = true, given someγk.

A world of depthk can only evaluate expressions of depth strictly less thank.

Definition 3.6 The extensional evaluation[ε]w+γk of an expressionε of depthk in a k +1-world w with the
assignmentγk of depthk, is defined by induction as follows:

• If ε ∈ Σf , [ε]w+γk = [ε]w.

• If ε ∈ V ar or ε ∈ Σr, [ε]w+γk = [ε]γk .

• If ε is an expression of typet and(x, b) ∈ V ar, then[λxε]w+γk is the set
{u ∈ Domk(b)|[ε]w+γk[x:u] = true}.

• If ε1 is an expression of type<a, b> andε2 and expression of typeb, then[ε1(ε2)]w+γk = [ε1]w+γk([ε2]w+γk).

• If ε1 and ε2 are expressions of the same type,[ε1 = ε2]w+γk = true if [ε1]w+γk is the same as
[ε2]w+γk , andf alse otherwise.

• If ε is an expression of typet, then[↑ε]w+γk is the set{w′ ∈ Wk|[ε]w
′+γk−1 = true}.

• If ε is an expression of typeι, then[↓ε]w+γk = true if R(w) ∈ [ε]w+γk , f alse otherwise.

Lemma 3.1 If ε is an expression of depthk andw is a (k + 2)- world, then[ε]R(w)+γk = R([ε]w+γk+1).

Proof The proof is by induction on the definition of evaluations. Ifε ∈ Σ or ε ∈ V ar, then[ε]R(w)+γk =
R([ε]w+γk+1) follows from definition 3.3.

If ε is of the formλxε1, thenR([ε]w+γk+1) = {R(u)|u ∈ Domk+1(x) and[ε1]w+γk+1[x:u] = true},
= {u′ ∈ Domk(x)|[ε1]Rw+γk[x:u′] = true} by the induction hypothesis,= [ε]R(w)+γk .

If ε is of the formε1(ε2), thenR([ε]w+γk+1) = R([ε1]w+γk+1)(R([ε2]w+γk+1), = [ε1]R(w)+γk([ε2]R(w)+γk)
by the induction hypothesis,= [ε]R(w)+γk .

The proof forε of the formε1 = ε2 is straightforward.

If ε is of the form↑ε1, thenR([ε]w+γk+1) = {R(w′)|w′ ∈ Wk+1 and [ε1]w
′+γk+1 = true}),

= {w′′ ∈ Wk|[ε1]w
′′+γk = true} by the induction hypothesis,= [ε]R(w)+γk .

If ε is of the form↓ε1, thenR([ε]w+γk+1) = true iff R(w) ∈ [ε1]w+γk+1 , iff R(R(w)) ∈ [ε1]R(w)+γk

by the induction hypothesis, iff[ε]R(w)+γk = true.

We define a sentenceφ ask-valid if w |= φ for everyw ∈ Wk.
We now show that the sets of worlds up to and includingWk are sufficient to determine the validity of a

sentence of depthk − 1. First, we show that the truth value of a sentence of depthk − 1 in a world of depth
k is preserved in all worlds of depthr > k that reduce to it.

Theorem 3.1 If φ is a sentence of depthk − 1, andwk andwr are worlds of depthk and r respectively,
with r > k, such thatwk = Rr−k(wk), thenwk |= φ iff wr |= φ.

Proof The proof is by induction onk − r. Note that for objective valuesv, the reduction function is
invertible andR−1(v) = v. For clarity, we ignore fixed assignments; the proof is not significantly
altered if they are included.

For k − r = 1, wk = R(wr). If [φ]wk = true, thenR([φ]wr ) = true by lemma 3.1, and therefore
[φ]wr = true sincetrue is objective and thusR−1(true) = true.

If [φ]wr = true, thenR([φ]wr ) = [φ]wk by lemma 3.1,= R(true) = true, sincetrue is objective.
Therefore, the theorem holds fork − r = 1.

Assume inductively that the theorem holds fork − r = n, i.e. [φ]Rn(wr) = true iff [φ]wr = true.



Then, forwk = Rn+1(wr): If [φ]wr = true, then[φ]Rn(wr) = true by the induction hypothesis.
Then by lemma 3.1,R([φ]Rn(wr)) =[φ]R(Rn(wr))= [φ]Rn+1(wr)= [φ]wk =true.

If [φ]wk = true, then[φ]R(Rn(wr)) = true. ThenR([φ]Rn(wr)) = true by lemma 3.1,[φ]Rn(wr) =
true sincetrue is objective, and[φ]wr ) = true by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, the theorem
holds fork − r = n + 1.

From theorem 3.1, if a sentence of depthk − 1 is k-valid, then it isr-valid for everyr > k. And so, the
sets of worlds up to and includingWk are sufficient to determine its validity.

Example 3.1 We now show that our example sentence (2) isk-valid for all k ≥ 2. Recall that sentence (2) is
Sensed(look, ↑Open(door))∧∀x(Sensed(look, x)⊃ (x = ↑Open(door)))⊃ ¬Sensed(look,
↑Ringing(firealarm)). This sentence is of depth 1, and isk-valid for all k ≥ 2 if it is true in all worlds of
depth2.

Assume it is false in some worldw of depth 2. Then[↑Open(door)]w = [↑Ringing(firealarm)]w.
This is the case if in every worldw′ ∈ W1, Open(door) is true iff Ringing(firealarm) is true, i.e. if
[door]w

′ ∈ [Open]w
′

iff [firealarm]w
′ ∈ [Ringing]w

′
. However, sinceW1 is the set ofall worlds of

depth 1 induced byΣf andD, there must be some world where this is not the case, e.g. a worldw′ where
[Open]w

′
= ∅ and[Ringing]w

′
= D. Therefore, we have a contradiction, and sentence (2) isk-valid for

all k ≥ 2.
And so, I-logic can successfully capture the information inOpen(door) andRinging(firealarm).

4 Conclusion and Further Work

We have presented I-logic, a new formal language based on a subset of Montague’s Intensional logic, in
which the informations in sentences can be treated as formal objects, and represented precisely and unam-
biguously. We have described a problem with Kripke Semantics for such a language: it cannot uniquely and
unambiguously describe the information content of a sentence. We have solved this problem by proposing
an ‘information semantics’ for I-logic. We have shown by example how sentences in this semantics have a
precise, unique and unambiguous information content.

I-logic provides ample scope for further research. In developing a semantics in which informations
were evaluated over all worlds, we chose a system in which we used sets of worlds of increasing, but finite
depth. This limits our expressivity to expressions of finite depth, excluding such useful concepts as common
knowledge [4]. We plan to extend the semantics to encompass world and value structures of infinite depth,
as in the modal structure semantics of [5, 3]. We also plan to explore the relationship of our semantics with
Kripke semantics.

Clearly a language as expressive as I-logic will have a high computational complexity. A further research
goal is to identify subsets of the language which are more attractive for computation. We foresee applications
of such a language in a variety of areas, including sensing and natural language processing.
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